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T he curtain is now being pulled
back to fully expose the
Khazarian Mafia and its evil plan

to infiltrate, tyrannize the whole World
and eradicate all Abrahamic Religions and
allow only their Babylonian Talmudism
also known as Luciferianism, Satanism or
ancient Baal worship.

by Preston James and Mike Harris

Israel bombing of the Gaza Strip.

Note:Note: The history of the Khazarians,
specifically the Khazarian Mafia (KM), the
World’s largest Organized Crime Syndicate
that the Khazarian oligarchy morphed into
by their deployment of Babylonian Money-
Magick, has been nearly completely
excised from the history books.

The present day KM knows that it cannot
operate or exist without abject secrecy, and
therefore has spent a lot of money having
its history excised from the history books
in order to prevent citizens of the World
from learning about its “Evil beyond
imagination”, that empowers this World’s
largest Organized Crime Cabal.

The authors of this article have done their
best to resurrect this lost, secret history of
the Khazarians and their large
International Organized Crime Syndicate,
best referred to as the Khazarian Mafia
(KM) and make this history available to the
World via the Internet, which is the new
Gutenberg Press.

It has been exceedingly difficult to
reconstruct this hidden secret history of
the KM, so please excuse any minor
inaccuracies or errors which are
unintentional and are due to the difficulty
in digging out the true history of Khazaria
and its mafia. We have done the best we
can to reconstruct it.

It was Mike Harris that connected the dots
and made the actual discovery of the
presence of the Khazarian Mafia’s secret
history and blood oath to take revenge on
Russia for helping Americans win the
Revolutionary War and the Civil War, and
their blood oath of revenge against
America and Americans for winning these
wars and sustaining the Union.

At the Syrian Conference on Combating
Terrorism and Religious Extremism
December 1, 2014 — in his Keynote
address, Veterans Today Senior Editor and
Director Gordon Duff disclosed publicly for
the first time ever that World Terrorism is
actually due to a large International
Organized Crime Syndicate associated with
Israel.

This disclosure sent shock-waves at the
Conference and almost instantly around
the world, as almost every world leader
received reports of Gordon Duff’s historical
disclosure that same day, some within
minutes. And the shock-waves from his
historic speech in Damascus continue to
reverberate around the world even to this
very day. And now Gordon Duff has asked
President Putin to release Russian Intel
which will expose about 300 traitors in
Congress for their serious serial felonies
and statutory espionage on behalf of the
Khazarian Mafia (KM) against America
and many Middle East nations.

We now know that the Khazarian Mafia
(KM) is waging a secret war against
America and Americans by the use of
False-flag Gladio-style terrorism, and via
the illegal and Unconstitutional Federal
Reserve System, the IRS, the FBI, FEMA,
Homeland Security and the TSA. We know
for certain that the KM was responsible for
deploying an inside-job, Gladio-style False-
flag attack on America on 9-11-01, as well
as the Murrah Building Bombing on April
19, 1995.

The Hidden History of
the Incredibly Evil
Khazarian Mafia

100-800 AD – an incredibly Evil Society100-800 AD – an incredibly Evil Society

Emerges in Khazaria:Emerges in Khazaria:

Khazarians develop into a nation ruled by
an evil king, who had ancient Babylonian
black arts, occult oligarchs serving as his
court. During this time, Khazarians
become known to surrounding countries as
thieves, murderers, road bandits, and for
assuming the identities of those travelers
they murdered as a normal occupational
practice and way of life.

800 AD – The Ultimatum is delivered by800 AD – The Ultimatum is delivered by

Russia and other surrounding nations:Russia and other surrounding nations:

The leaders of the surrounding nations,
especially Russia, have had so many years
of complaints by their citizens that, as a
group, they deliver an ultimatum to the
Khazarian king. They send a communique
to the Khazarian king that he must choose
one of the three Abrahamic religions for
his people, and make it his official state
religion and require all Khazarian citizens
to practice it, and socialize all Khazarian
children to practice that faith.

The Khazarian king was given a choice
between Islam, Christianity and Judaism.
The Khazarian king chose Judaism, and
promised to stay within the requirements
laid out by the surrounding confederacy of
nations led by the Russian czar. Despite his
agreement and promise, the Khazarian
king and his inner circle of oligarchs kept
practicing ancient Babylonian black-magic,
also known as Secret Satanism. This Secret
Satanism involved occult ceremonies
featuring child sacrifice, after “bleeding
them out”, drinking their blood and eating
their hearts.

The deep dark secret of the occult
ceremonies was that they were all based on
ancient Baal Worship, also known as
worship of the Owl. In order to fool the
confederacy of nations led by Russia that
were watching Khazaria, the Khazarian
king melded these Luciferian black-magick
practices with Judaism and created a
secret Satanic-hybrid religion, known as
Babylonian Talmudism. This was made the
national religion of Khazaria, and nurtured
the same evil that Khazaria was known for
before.
Sadly, the Khazarians continued their evil
ways, robbing and murdering those from
surrounding countries who traveled
through Khazaria.

Khazarian robbers often attempted to
assume their identities after they
murdered these visitors, and became
masters of disguises and false identities —
a practice they have continued even to this
very day, along with their child-sacrifice
occult ceremonies, which are actually
ancient Baal Worship.

1,200 AD – Russia and the surrounding1,200 AD – Russia and the surrounding

nations have hanations have has enough and take action: enough and take action:

About 1,200 AD, the Russians led a group
of nations surrounding Khazaria and
invaded it, in order to stop the Khazarian
crimes against their people, which
included kidnapping of their young
children and infants for their blood
sacrifice ceremonies to Baal. The
Khazarian king and his inner court of
criminals and murderers came to be
known as the Khazarian Mafia (KM) by
neighboring countries.

The Khazarian leaders had a well-
developed spy network through which they
obtained prior warning and escaped from
Khazaria to European nations to the west,
taking their vast fortune with them in gold
and silver. They laid low and regrouped,
while assuming new identities. In secret,
they continued their Satanic child blood
and sacrifice rituals, and trusted Baal to
give them the whole world and all its
riches, as they claimed he had promised
them, as long as they kept bleeding out and
sacrificing children and infants for him.

The Khazarian king and his court Mafia
plotted eternal revenge against the
Russians and the surrounding nations that
invaded Khazaria and drove them from
power.

The Khazarian Mafia invades EnglandThe Khazarian Mafia invades England

after being expelled for hundreds ofafter being expelled for hundreds of

years:years:

To accomplish their invasion, they hired
Oliver Cromwell to murder King Charles 1,
and make England safe for banking again.
This began the English Civil Wars which
raged for nearly a decade, resulting in
regicide of the royal family and hundreds
of the genuine English nobility. This is how
the City of London was set up as the
banking capital of Europe and launched
the beginning of the British Empire.

Evelyn de Rothschild poking his finger into Prince Charles.

The Khazarian Mafia (KM) decides toThe Khazarian Mafia (KM) decides to

infiltrate and hijack all World Bankinginfiltrate and hijack all World Banking

using Babylonian Black-Magick, alsousing Babylonian Black-Magick, also

known as Babylonian Money-Magick orknown as Babylonian Money-Magick or

the secret art of making money fromthe secret art of making money from

nothing also using the power ofnothing also using the power of

pernicious usury to accumulate interest:pernicious usury to accumulate interest:

The KM used their vast fortune to enter
into a new system of banking, based on
secret Babylonian black-magic money-
magic that they claimed to have learned
from the evil spirits of Baal, in return for
their many child sacrifices to him.

This Babylonian money-magick involved
the substation of paper credit certificates
for gold and silver deposits, which allowed
travelers to travel with their money in a
form that offered easy replacement should
they lose the certificates or have them
stolen.

Interesting how the very problem that was
started by the Khazarians also had a
solution provided by them. Eventually the
Khazarian king and his small surrounding
court infiltrated Germany with a group
that chose the name “the Bauers” of
Germany to represent them and carry on
their Baal-powered system of evil. The
Bauers of the Red Shield, which
represented their secret blood-based child
sacrifices, changed their name to
Rothschild (aka “child of the rock, Satan”).

The Rothschilds as the front Men for theThe Rothschilds as the front Men for the

Khazarian Mafia (KM) infiltrate and HijackKhazarian Mafia (KM) infiltrate and Hijack

British Banking and then hijack the wholeBritish Banking and then hijack the whole

nation of England:nation of England:

Bauer/Rothschild had five sons who
infiltrated and took over European
banking and the City of London Central
Banking System through various crafty
covert operations, including a false report
of Napoleon winning against the British,
when actually he lost. This allowed the
Rothschilds to use fraud and deception to
steal the wealth of the English nobility and
the landed gentry, who had made business
investments with the City of London
Banking institutions.

Jacob Rothschild

The Rothschilds set up a private Fiat
banking system that specialized in making
counterfeit money from nothing —
charging pernicious usury for the British
people, using what should have been their
own money.
This was the black art of Babylonian
money-magick; they claimed to insiders
that such technology and secret money
power was provided to them by Baal,
because of their frequent child bleeding-
out and sacrifices rituals to Baal.

Once they had infiltrated and hijacked the
British banking system, they interbred
with the British Royals and infiltrated and
completely hijacked all of England and all
its major institutions. Some experts believe
that the Rothschilds genocided the Royal
Family members by staging secretly-
managed illicit and adulterous breedings
with their own Khazarian men in order to
replace the Royals with their own
pretenders to the throne.

The Khazarian Mafia (KM) wages anThe Khazarian Mafia (KM) wages an

international effort to eradicate Kingsinternational effort to eradicate Kings

who rule by the Divine Right of Godwho rule by the Divine Right of God

Almighty:Almighty:

Because the KM claims to have a personal
partnership with Baal (aka the Devil,
Lucifer, Satan) because of their sacrifices
to him. They detest any kings who rule
under the authority of God Almighty
because most feel a responsibility to make
sure their own people are protected from
infiltrators and treasonous “Enemies
within the Gates.”

In the 1600’s, the KM murder the British
Royals and substitute their own fakes. In
the 1700’s, they murder the French Royals.
Right before WWI they murder, Austrian
Archduke Ferdinand to start WW1. In 1917
they assembled their KM army, the
Bolsheviks, and infiltrate and hijack
Russia, murder the Czar and his family in
cold blood, bayonet his favorite daughter
through the chest and steal all the Russian
gold, silver and art treasures. Right before
WW2, they murder the Austrian and
German Royals. Then they get rid of the
Chinese Royals and disempower the
Japanese ruler.

The Khazarian Mafia’s intense hatred of
anyone who professed faith in any God but
their god Baal has motivated them to
murder kings and royalty, and make sure
they can never rule. They have done the
same with American presidents — running
sophisticated covert operations to
disempower them.

If that doesn’t work the KM assassinates
them, like they did to McKinley, Lincoln
and JFK. The KM wants to eliminate any
strong rulers or elected officials who dare
to resist their Babylonian money-magick
power or their covert power gained from
their deployment of their human
compromise network.

The Rothschilds create internationalThe Rothschilds create international

narcotics trafficking on behalf of the KM:narcotics trafficking on behalf of the KM:

The Rothschilds then covertly ran the
British Empire and crafted an evil plan to
recover the vast amounts of gold and silver
the British had been paying to China for its
high-quality silk and spices that were
unavailable anywhere else.

The Rothschilds, through their
international spy network, had heard of
Turkish opium and its habit-forming
characteristics. They deployed a covert
operation to buy Turkish opium and sell it
in China, infecting millions with a bad
opium habit that brought back gold and
silver into the Rothschild coffers, but not
to the British People.

The opium addictions created by
Rothschild opium sales to China harmed
China so much that China went to war on
two occasions to stop it. These wars were
known as the Boxer Rebellions or the
Opium Wars.

The money the Rothschilds gained from
the sale of opium was so vast that they
became even more addicted to the easy
money than the opiate addicts were to the
opium.

The Rothschilds were the funding source
behind the establishment of the American
Colonies, by incorporating the Hudson Bay
Company and other trading companies to
exploit the New World of the Americas. It
was the Rothschild’s who ordered the mass
extermination and genocide of the
indigenous people of North America to
allow for exploitation of the vast natural
resources of the continent.

The Rothschild’s also followed the same
business template in the Caribbean and in
the Asian sub-continent of India, resulting
in the murder of millions of innocent
people.

The Rothschilds start the internationalThe Rothschilds start the international

slave trade, an enterprise that viewedslave trade, an enterprise that viewed

these kidnapped humans as merethese kidnapped humans as mere

animals — a view that the Khazariansanimals — a view that the Khazarians

would impose on all the people of thewould impose on all the people of the

world who were not part of their evilworld who were not part of their evil

circle, which some called the “Old Blackcircle, which some called the “Old Black

Nobility”:Nobility”:

The Rothschild’s next big project was to
start the worldwide slave trade, buying
slaves from crooked tribal chiefs in Africa
who worked with them to kidnap members
of competing tribes for sale as slaves.

The Rothschild slave traders then took
these kidnapped slaves on their ships in
cramped cells to America and the
Caribbean where they were sold. Many
died at sea due to bad conditions.

The Rothschild bankers learned early on
that war was a great way to double their
money in a short time by lending money to
both warring sides. But in order to be
guaranteed collections, they had to get
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guaranteed collections, they had to get
taxation laws passed, which could be used
to force payment.

The KM Rothschild private FiatThe KM Rothschild private Fiat

Counterfeit Banksters plot eternalCounterfeit Banksters plot eternal

revenge against the American Colonistsrevenge against the American Colonists

and Russia who assisted them for losingand Russia who assisted them for losing

the Revolutionary War:the Revolutionary War:

When the Rothschilds lost the American
Revolution, they blamed the Russian czar
and the Russians for assisting the colonists
by blockading British Ships.

They swore eternal revenge on the
American colonists, just as they had when
the Russians and their allies crushed
Khazaria in 1,000 AD.
The Rothschilds and their English
oligarchy that surrounded them plotted
ways to retake America, and this became
their main obsession.

Their favored plan is to set up an American
central bank, featuring Babylonian money
magic and secret counterfeiting.

The Rothschild KM attempts to retakeThe Rothschild KM attempts to retake

America in 1812 on behalf of theAmerica in 1812 on behalf of the

Khazarian Mafia but fails, once againKhazarian Mafia but fails, once again

because of Russian interference:because of Russian interference:

This failure enraged the Rothschild KM,
and they once again plot eternal revenge
against both the Russians and the
American colonists and plan to infiltrate
and hijack both nations and asset strip,
tyrannize and then mass-murder both
nations and their populace.

The KM’s attempts to set up a private
American central bank are blocked by
President Andrew Jackson, who called
them Satanic and vowed to route them out
by the grace and power of Almighty God.

The Rothschild banksters regroup and
continue their covert attempts to install
their own Babylonian money-magick bank
inside America.

Finally in 1913, the Rothschild KMFinally in 1913, the Rothschild KM

succeeds in establishing a majorsucceeds in establishing a major

beachhead inside America — and an evilbeachhead inside America — and an evil

enemy of all American enter the gates ofenemy of all American enter the gates of

America:America:

In 1913, the Rothschild KM was able to
establish a beachhead by bribing crooked,
treasonous members of Congress to pass
the illegal, Unconstitutional Federal
Reserve Act on Christmas Eve without a
required quorum. The Act was then signed
by a crooked, bought off President, who
was a traitor to America, like the members
of Congress who voted for it.

The Rothschild KM then create an illegalThe Rothschild KM then create an illegal

taxation System in America:taxation System in America:

The KM put an illegal, Unconstitutional tax
system in place, in order to make sure that
Americans would have to pay for high-level
USG spending, approved by a bought-off,
crooked Congress and Presidential
puppets, put in place by corrupt KM
campaign finance.

It is easy for the KM to garner enough
money to elect anyone they want, because
when you control a bank that is a secret
major counterfeiter, you have all the
money made for you that you desire. At
about the same time that they created their
illegal tax system in America, they also
bribed members of Congress to approve
the Internal Revenue Service, which is
their private collection agency
incorporated in Puerto Rico.

Soon afterwards, they set up the Federal
Bureau of Investigation to protect their
banksters, to serve their cover-up needs
and prevent them from ever being
prosecuted for their child sacrifice rituals,
pedophile networks; and to also serve as a
covert Intel operation on their behalf.
Note that the FBI has no official charter,
according to the Library of Congress, and
has no right to exist or issue paychecks.

The Rothschild KM deployed theThe Rothschild KM deployed the

Bolshevik Revolution in Russia to extractBolshevik Revolution in Russia to extract

incredibly savage, bloody revenge onincredibly savage, bloody revenge on

innocent Russians, which they hadinnocent Russians, which they had

plotted for many years, ever sinceplotted for many years, ever since

Khazaria was destroyed:Khazaria was destroyed:

The Rothschild KM pre-staged and
engineered the Russian Revolution by
using its central banks to pay for the
Bolshevik infiltration of Russia and their
Revolution on behalf of the Khazarian
Mafia (KM).

The Bolsheviks were actually created and deployed by the
Khazarian Mafia (KM) as the essential part of their long
planned revenge on the Russian Czar and the innocent
Russian people for breaking up Khazaria in about 1,000 AD
for its repeated robbery, murder and identity theft of
travelers from countries surrounding Khazaria. This little
known fact explains the extreme violence taken out on
Russia as long standing revenge by the Rothschild
controlled Khazarian Mafia (KM).

In an well-planned savage and inhuman
bloodletting that stunned the world, the
Bolsheviks were unleashed in full fury on
behalf of the KM to gain revenge on the
Russians. This had been planned since the
destruction of Khazaria.

The Bolsheviks, at the direction of the
Rothschild KM, raped, tortured and mass-
murdered approximately 100 million
Russians, including women, children and
infants. Some of the torture and
bloodletting was so extreme, we are not
going to mention it here in this article.

But readers who want to know can do
some in depth internet research on the
“Red Terror” or the “Bolshevik Cheka” or
watch the classic movie “The Checkist”
which is available on www.youtube.com.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=oui8KjzgQV
Y

The Rothschild Khazarian Mafia (KM)The Rothschild Khazarian Mafia (KM)

once again decided to sheep-diponce again decided to sheep-dip

themselves and infiltrated and hijackedthemselves and infiltrated and hijacked

all Judaism:all Judaism:

The Rothschild KM created a master plan
to control all of Judaism and mind-kontrol
Judaics. The Rothschild KM has hijacked
Judaism, patterned it off of Babylonian
Talmudism (Luciferianism or Satanism),
and gained control over the banking and
Wall Street professions in general,
Congress, the major mass media; along
with most wealth and economic means of
success.

Thus, the Rothschild KM could pass out
wealth and success to those Judaics who
drank their Kool-aide and use them as
cutouts, assets and Sayanims. In this
manner, the Rothschilds hijacked Judaism.

Their financing of the Israeli Knesset and
construction of it using Freemason occult
architecture displayed their commitment
to the occult and Babylonian Talmudism
and all the evil accompanying it, including
child sacrifice to their secret god Baal.
They set up a NWO system called World
Zionism which taught and inculcated
susceptible Judaics with a paranoid group
delusion of racial superiority, which
assumed that all Gentiles were intent on
mass-murdering all Judaics.

Freemasonry architecture was used in the building of the
Knesset and the Israeli Supreme Court, viewed through
windows.

They called this racially-paranoid mass
Judaic delusion of world conquest, “World
Zionism”, which is really a form of covert
Babylonian Talmudism or Luciferianism
that had been unknown to mainstream
Judaics. The system was designed to use
Judaics as cover, but also to anoint them
with Babylonian money-power, in order to
use them as cutouts, and to later be
sacrificed to Lucifer in two stages.

The first stage would be a their planned
WWII in Nazi work camps, cut off from
supplies, resulting in the deaths of about
200,000 Judaics from starvation and
disease, along with about 90,000 non-
Judaic inmates from the same causes,
according to respected Red Cross official
figures. This number is 5% of what the
Khazarian Mafia (aka the World Zionists)
claim.

The second great sacrifice would be a final
one, when their New World Order
Luciferian King would be placed into
power, and when all three Abrahamic
religions would be eradicated — especially
Judaism, which would be blamed for all
the wars and destruction of the world.
By then, the Rothschilds would once again
morph themselves into a complete new
identity not associated with Judaism in any
form, not even World Zionism.

It is important to realize that the
Rothschild KM took Germany down to
nothing after WWI, created a vacuum for
Fascism, and then rebuilt it, creating
Naziism and installing Hitler as a counter-
force to their Russian Bolshevism.

Hitler became a problem for the KM when
he broke free and begin acting in the
interests of the German people and the free
people of the world, and developed his own
banking system free of the Rothschilds.

Hitler introduced a financial system that
was free of usury and beneficial to the
working class. This mandated the utter
destruction of Germany and the German
people, because the Rothschilds and the
Khazarians could never allow an economic
system that did not depend upon usury to
exist.

We see the same thing today with the
Khazarian war against Islam, because
Islam forbids usury. That is why Israel is so
vocal and aggressive about destroying the
Islamic people of the world.

The KM expected this to be a large WWII
and when they supported both sides, this
could be used to industrialize the whole
world and maximize their bankster money-
power.

The Rothschild KM then bribed andThe Rothschild KM then bribed and

induced Members of Congress to sendinduced Members of Congress to send

American Soldiers to their pre-stage andAmerican Soldiers to their pre-stage and

engineered WWI:engineered WWI:

As a continuance of their well-proven
pattern of financing both sides in any war
to maximize profits, the acquisition of
more federal tax monies and increased
international power, the Rothschild
Khazarians once again bribed, blackmailed
and induced members of Congress to
declare war against Germany in 1917.

This was facilitated by a KM false-flag
attack with the sinking of the Lusitania.

The Rothschild KM has since developed
the usual pattern of covertly staging false-
flag attacks as a standard operating
procedure for inducing Americans to
fighting wars for the Khazarian Mafia.

After WWII was finished, the Rothschild
KM deployed the Cold War, and used this
as an excuse to bring Nazi scientists and
mind-kontrol experts to America under
Operation Paperclip.

This allowed them to set up a worldwide
spying and espionage system that far
exceeded any of their prior efforts.

Under this new system, they continue to
infiltrate and hijack all American
institutions, including the various
American church systems, Freemasonry
(especially the Scottish Rite and York
Rite), the US military, US Intel, and most
private defense contractors, the Judiciary
and most agencies of the USG, including
most State governments, and both major
political parties as well.

The Rothschild Family

The Rothschild Kommission

The Rothschild KM sets up Nazi WorkThe Rothschild KM sets up Nazi Work

Camps as a pretext to later manipulateCamps as a pretext to later manipulate

the Allies into granting them their ownthe Allies into granting them their own

private colony in Palestine, using landprivate colony in Palestine, using land

stolen from the Palestinians:stolen from the Palestinians:

The Rothschild KM was able to use their
self mis-labelled, so-called “holocaust” to
serve as a mind-kontrol trigger to thwart
and resist any criticism of their Zionist
ways.

The truth of the matter was that the
Rothschild KM set up the Nazi work camps
to make huge profits for their corporations
that ran their work camps and supplied
their Nazi war machine.

Once the Rothschild KM gained their own
private homeland in Israel in 1947 through
their covert political manipulations, they
began to secretly view all of Palestine as
their New Khazaria, and began plotting
how to genocide all the Palestinians and
steal all of Palestine for themselves. Their
plans include their fantasy of constructing
a “greater Israel” by taking over the whole
Middle East and manipulating dumb
American Goyim to fight and die on their
behalf, taking all the Arab lands for Israel
and the Khazarian Mafia (KM), so they can
asset strip their wealth and natural
resources, especially their crude oil.

Recent peer-reviewed Johns Hopkins
genetic research by a respected Judaic MD
shows that 97.5% of Judaics living in Israel
have absolutely no ancient Hebrew DNA,
are therefore not Semites, and have no
ancient blood ties to the land of Palestine
at all. By contrast, 80% of Palestinians
carry ancient Hebrew DNA and thus are
real Semites, and have ancient blood ties to
Palestinian Land. This means that the real
anti-Semites are the Israelis who are
stealing Palestinian lands in order to build
Israeli settlements, and it is the Israelis
who are the ones tyrannizing and mass-
murdering innocent Palestinians.

Khazaria

The Rothschild KM decides to morphThe Rothschild KM decides to morph

again and expand their ranks:again and expand their ranks:

In the meantime the Rothschild KM
realized that they could not stay hidden
much longer from the public unless they
morphed again and expanded their secret
leadership.

So they worked hard to further infiltrate
and hijack Freemasonry and its secret
offshoots, and inducted top members into
their pedophile network and child sacrifice
rituals.

Also, key members of Congress were
inducted into their secret satanic network
by giving them special power, high USG,
military and Intel positions, accompanied
by great monetary rewards and high status.
Massive KM espionage fronts using Israeli-
Americam “Israeli-first” dual citizens as
cutouts were set up inside America to
funnel the Khazarian banksters’ counterfeit
money to politicians for their election
campaigns, in order to own and control
them when elected.

The Rothschild KM decides to Mind-The Rothschild KM decides to Mind-

kontrol the American masses to make itkontrol the American masses to make it

much easier to manipulate them intomuch easier to manipulate them into

approving their illegal, Unconstitutionalapproving their illegal, Unconstitutional

unprovoked, undeclared, unwinnable,unprovoked, undeclared, unwinnable,

perpetual wars needed to make hugeperpetual wars needed to make huge

profits and gain more world power:profits and gain more world power:

Colin Powell holds up a vial of Iraq WMD hoax.

The Rothschild KM decided to gain
complete control over all public education
by setting up the Department of Education
and creating globalist and socialist
curriculums based on political correctness,
diversity and “perversion is normal”
teachings. Fluoride is added to the public
water and toothpaste, and dentists are
mind-kontrolled to believe that fluoride
prevents cavities, and is not harmful to
brain function or thyroid function, which it
is.

The addition of fluoride to the public water
supply and to toothpaste is to dumb-down
Americans by on average lowering the
operational IQ and making folks much
more docile than they would normally be.
Programs to develop and deploy
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Programs to develop and deploy
vaccinations to dumb-down children and
create huge numbers of future chronic
health problems were initiated.

Doctors have been mind-kontrolled and
misled by biased research that was cherry-
picked, ignoring any studies that were
negative — and that included most of
them. All vaccine cell lines are
contaminated with SV-40, a known
carcinogenic slow-acting virus.

The KM used its monetary power to gain
control over all of the allopathic medical
schools, and set up and controlled the
American Medical Association and other
medical societies, in order to make sure
their agenda based on lies and deceit was
continued.

Part of this massive plan to dumb-down
and mind-kontrol the American masses
was the KM’s buying up and consolidating
all the American mass media into six
controlled major mass media (CMMM),
owned and controlled by their cutouts on
their behalf. The CMMM functions as an
illegal news cartel, and it should be broken
up under antitrust laws and for inflicting
espionage and illegal propaganda as a
weapon of war against the American
people.

The Rothschild KM Chieftains decide thatThe Rothschild KM Chieftains decide that

it is time to use America to completeit is time to use America to complete

their final take-down and occupation oftheir final take-down and occupation of

the Whole World by instituting a majorthe Whole World by instituting a major

False-Flag attack inside America toFalse-Flag attack inside America to

blame on the Islamics whom they wantblame on the Islamics whom they want

America to wrongly attack on theirAmerica to wrongly attack on their

behalf:behalf:

So the KM Chieftains use their top Israeli-
American “Israeli-first” dual citizens living
in America (aka, the PNACers and top
NeoCon Cutouts) to plan a major nuclear
attack on America on 9-11-01.

Bibi Netanyahu, the operational head of
the KM, deployed the Mossad and these
Dual Citizens to set up and institute this
attack on America which was to be blamed
by the CMMM on Muslims.

They informed their top Rabbis and
“Friends of World Zionism” not to fly on
that day and to stay out of NYC, as did
“Larry Silverfish”, one of the primary men
involved in the operation.

They used their main cutout in the DOD to
lure the Able Danger investigators to the
Pentagon Naval Intel meeting room, where
they would be assassinated by a Tomahawk
cruise missile that was fired from an Israeli
Dolphin class Diesel submarine bought
from Germany.

Thirty-five of the Able Danger investigators
who were investigating and tracking the
Israeli theft of 350 decommissioned W-54
Davy Crockett nuclear pits out of the
backdoor at Pantex in Texas were
murdered by this Tomahawk hit, which
was timed with the detonation of bombs
pre-planted in the Naval Intel wing, which
was newly hardened to no avail.

The Israeli Mossad front company, Urban
Moving Systems, was used to transport the
mini-nukes made from the stolen W-54
nuclear pits from Pantex (and originally
made at the Hanford processing plant),
where they were stored in the Israeli
Embassy in NYC and transported to the
Twin Towers for detonation on 9-11-01.

The Rothschild KM planted 25 nukes inThe Rothschild KM planted 25 nukes in

major American cities and other majormajor American cities and other major

cities in Europe in order to blackmailcities in Europe in order to blackmail

them. This is referred to as their Samsonthem. This is referred to as their Samson

Option, and was first discovered andOption, and was first discovered and

disclosed by Seymour Hersh:disclosed by Seymour Hersh:

The Rothschild KM also gained some S-19
and S-20 Warheads from a corrupt
Member of Congress assigned the task to
buy up Ukrainian Mirvs on behalf of the
USG in order to decommission them.
Instead, he sold them to the Israelis and
split the money with other key
Congressmen involved.

This is high treason and a capital offense
punishable by execution. Right after their
attack on America, the Rothschild KM told
the US Administration that they would
detonate city-buster sized nukes in some
American cities, including DC, if the
Administration refused to allow Israel to
create their own large police state
occupation force inside America, based on
the consolidation of all American Law
Enforcement and alphabets under one
central Israeli control.

This new Israeli occupation force called
Homeland Security (DHS) was initially run
by dual citizens and perverts. Former DHS
Director Janet Napolitano is being sued for
sexual harassment of men working at DHS
whom she ordered to move their offices
into the men’s lavatory.

Dual Citizen traitor Michael Chertoff, (a
name translated from Russian as “son of
the devil”), was the criminal mastermind
that set up DHS, along with former head of
the East German Stasi, Marcus Wolfe, who
was hired as a special consultant and died
mysteriously as soon as his mission was
completed.

The Rothschild KM never thought they
would get exposed for their nuclear attack
on America on 9-11-11, but they made one
of the biggest tactical mistakes in history
and overplayed their hand from excess
hubris, based on too much easy success
due to their extreme money power in the
past.

Soon mainstream America will know thatSoon mainstream America will know that

Bibi Netanyahu and his Likudist PartyBibi Netanyahu and his Likudist Party

deployed the attack on America on 9-11-deployed the attack on America on 9-11-

01 on behalf of the Rothschild KM:01 on behalf of the Rothschild KM:

They thought that they had complete
control over the CMMM and could prevent
any of the secret IAEA and Sandia Labs
investigation from ever being released to
the American public.

They made a serious tactical error, because
now the truth about their role in the 9-11-
01 attack on America is being published on
the worldwide Internet, the world’s new
Gutenberg Press. What the Rothschild KM
did not understand was the power of the
Internet and how truth-nuggets published
and broadcast on it resonate with the
people of the world and spread like
wildfire, at the speed of light. Truth is
being diffused to the masses everywhere.

This incredible tactical error by the KM is
so great that it will actually doom them to
the complete exposure and eventual
complete destruction they deserve. Bibi
Netanyahu’s order to proceed and deliver
the nuclear attack on America on 9-11-01
will go down in history as one of the KM’s
biggest mistakes, and the one that will be
blamed for their exposure and destruction
by the world that is now ganging up
against them.

The Russians have now leaked the IAEA
and Sandia Labs and Able Danger files
given to them by Edward Snowden. Soon
all of these files will be provided to all
Americans and the world via the Internet,
and this cannot be stopped.

A number of Russians in the High Military
Command in Russia, and in the highest
positions of leadership in the Russian
government realize that it was the same
Organized Crime Cabal that organized the
Khazarians into Bolsheviks to mass-
murder 100 million innocent Russians —
and these men want payback.

That is why they are making sure that the
Rothschild banksters will be put out of
business, which will decapitate the
Khazarian Mafia from its endless, elastic
counterfeit money supply. This is why the
BRICS Development Bank was created —
to replace the US Petro Dollar as the
world’s reserve currency, but this one,
unlike the US Petro Dollar is backed by
gold, silver and real commodities, with NO
counterfeiting allowed.

The CMMM is failing, and most Americans
no longer believe any of their prime-time
national stories, especially the under-thirty
crowd, who cherry pick facts from the
Internet and construct their own beliefs.

So many Internet users now reject the
CMMM that the truth about the Israelis
attacking America on 9-11-01 is becoming
easier each day to believe. Soon all of
mainstream America will know that Bibi
Netanyahu and his Mossad and dual
citizens did the 9-11-01 attack on America.

The American Military High CommandThe American Military High Command

knows that Bibi Netanyahu ordered hisknows that Bibi Netanyahu ordered his

Mossad and stateside Dual Citizens toMossad and stateside Dual Citizens to

attack America using nukes on 9-11-01attack America using nukes on 9-11-01

on behalf of the Rothschild Khazarianon behalf of the Rothschild Khazarian

Mafia (KM):Mafia (KM):

Various deep cover covert operations are
now being deployed globally to expose and
decapitate the Rothschild KM from their
endless, elastic money supply.

Their days of anti-human power are
now limited. The secret, incredibly well-
trained US team called the “Nuclear
Snake-Eaters” is now hard at work
searching all incoming Israeli
diplomatic pouches and shipments;
driving by and flying over synagogues
and Israeli embassies and Mossad safe-
houses with high tech gamma ray and
helium-3 neutron detectors;
and using ultra high-tech custom-tuned
and -focused satellites to search for any
stored nuclear pits, as well as working
hard to recover all stolen nuclear pits by
the Israelis anywhere in the world
outside of Israel.

This super-elite team was alerted by
Michael Shrimpton’s phone call to MI-6
notifying them that an Israeli “City Buster”
was planted near the Olympic stadium.
This call wrongly has landed him in jail.
The City Buster was recovered by the
“Nuclear Snake-eaters”, who entered
England and recovered and disarmed a
large city buster.

Sadly MI-6, wanted this nuke detonated in
order to gain more power for the
Khazarian Mafia in England — their home
base inside the City of London Financial
District — since it has been losing power
fast.

London’s Gog and Magog.

A secret name for these KM Chieftains
which run much of the world out of the
City of London is Gog and Magog, despite
what so many historians believe is the
secret name of Russia which it is not. It is
the secret name of the top KM, and
apparently represents where they
originally came from.

The secret team of super-elite “Nuclear
Snake-eaters” is ready to be deployed to
Israel anytime, should the nation collapse
after most European corporations divest
from Israel, and the US cuts off all aid, in
order to comply with American law. It is
illegal to give aid to a nation that has
nukes, and which has not signed the
Nuclear Non-proliferation Agreement.
Israel has nukes detectable from satellite-
based Helium-3 sensors and has never
admitted it, nor has it signed the Nuclear
Non-proliferation Agreement.

We must all demand that our Congress and
Administration obey the law and
immediately cut off all aid monetary and
military aid to Israel, and arrest all Israeli
espionage front directors of AIPAC, JINSA,
the Defense Policy Board, the “Joint” in
NYC, and the ADL, etc.

It is unknown but suspected that a
significant number of these stolen nukes
have been already recovered. It has been
reported by insiders that a very solemn
message was communicated to Bibi
Netanyahu and his Likudists, as well as all
top members of Israeli espionage fronts in
America, like AIPAC, JINSA, the Defense
Policy Board, the ADL and the like.

What was this serious warning? If insider
reports are accurate, these folks were told
that if there is one more Israeli based false-
flag attack, those who ordered it or were
involved will be hunted down under
American National Security and
eliminated, and the Israeli defense
structures associated with such will be
turned to dust.

The rest of Rothschild KM history willThe rest of Rothschild KM history will

likely be determined by YOU:likely be determined by YOU:

The future of the Rothschild KM will likely
be determined by Veterans Today readers
and We The People who learn the secret,
forbidden history of the Khazarian Mafia
that was excised from the history books
and libraries by the KM to protect their evil
history that no one would accept if it was
known.

So share this story with your family,
friends and associates and take it viral. Be
clear about this — unless the KM is able to
operate in abject secrecy, it will be attacked
from all sides and destroyed forever. So
take away their secrecy by exposing their
hidden history for all Americans to know
and understand.

That is why they have worked so hard to
buy up and control the CMMM and public
mass education including colleges and
universities, to make sure the people of the
world would never find out about their
secret evil, which is so inhuman, so
homicidal that the whole world would gang
up on them and attack them from all sides
at every level they exist at.

The big question remains: Was the true
cause of leaders of the Khazarian Mafia’s
incredible evil and savagery toward the
human race a byproduct or nature or
nurture? Some believe that this gross
parasitism and inclination to mass-
murder, engage in pedophilia and child
bloodletting and child sacrifice is due to a
toxic culture, best described as malignant
Tribalism, characterized by a paranoid
group racial superiority delusion.

Others think the leaders of the KM are the
bloodline of Cain, that is, “children of
Cain”, that are the Devil’s own and have
absolutely no soul or human conscience,
but are pure predators like a wild beast —
while at the same time being incredibly
two-faced, that is able to put on a good con
and a nice face on the outside. Perhaps it
could be both factors. In any case, it is time
to expose this evil, the greatest evil the
world has ever experienced. It is time for
the world to work together to eradicate this
problem now and forever, by whatever
means necessary.
___
Mike HarrisMike Harris is the Financial Editor of
Veterans Today, a radio host, a former
GOP Finance Chairman, Gubernatorial
Candidate for Arizona, and a Senior Vice
President of Adamus Defense Group,
Switzerland. Mike is an expert in full-
contact mixed martial arts. His long term
expertise in such has gained him a lot of
respect and the nickname “Iron Mike”.
Mike was a part of the Veterans Today
group that attended the Damascus
Conference to Combat Terrorism and
Religious Extremism. Mike gave about
twenty five televised interviews that were
broadcast to millions of viewers in Syria,
Iraq, Lebanon and Iran. In these
interviews Mike emphasized and
supported the historical declaration by
Keynote Speaker, Veterans Today Senior
Editor and Chairman Gordon Duff that
the real problem behind World Terrorism
is a large Organized Crime Syndicate.

Bonus Video for those who have time and
interest on the Head of the Khazarian
Mafia (KM) Snake.

You can actually participate in the global
efforts to cripple the Deep State organized
criminal cabal's ability for genocide, while
enjoying healthcare freedom at the same
time, by boycotting Big Pharma for good.

103 thoughts on “Hidden History
of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian
Mafia”

MARCH 12, 2015 AT 12:15 AM

Check http://henrymakow.-
com/2014/12/is-robert-kuhn-chi-
na-handler.html

#REPLY

MARCH 12, 2015 AT 12:21 AM

Also https://www.youtube.-
com/watch?
v=m2ci0WJzAfw&t=92

#REPLY
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MARCH 12, 2015 AT 1:34 AM

You did not identified the power
“behind the behind” who have con-
trolled all of the Khazarian Bauer
Rothschild Illuminati since the be-
ginning. The exposure of the ulti-
mate power behind the ultimate
conspiracy in its fullest scope was
published in a 2009 book by a man
in Wales, Great Britain, whom the
NSA tried to murder with an injec-
tion of radioactive iodine, because
of his books.

http://cygnusreview.com/collec-
tions/vendors?
q=Chris%20Thomas

Chris Thomas Books

PROJECT HUMAN EXTINCTION:
THE ULTIMATE CONSPIRACY

by: Chris Thomas, 10 November
2009

Back cover:

This is a book about power. The
power to control the money sup-
ply, the power to control govern-
ments, the power to control multi-
national business, the power to
control the media and, above all,
the power to prevent the identity
of those in power from becoming
known.

The ability to wield this power has
become known as “The Conspira-
cy”. This conspiracy has been at
work for nearly 250 years and yet
most are not even aware that this
conspiracy exists.

What this book does is to unlock
the key secrets of the conspiracy
and to identify the key players and
the forces at work behind this
power-base including the Lucifer
connection. [Lucifer is a title
adopted by a Velon extraterrestrial
being from the planet Velus in a
far-away galaxy in our Universe.]

*****

Many will find the research shock-
ing whilst for others, it will fill in
the missing pieces of the puzzle.

Pages 11-12:

Chris has written five books on hu-
man and Universal history, the in-
formation for which he has ob-
tained from the Akashic. Where it
has been possible to verify the
Akashic information with written
records they have always support-
ed each other. Obtaining informa-
tion from the Akashic is a labori-
ous process, to ensure accuracy,
and this is why this book contains
information taken from a number
of sources.

The approach we have taken has
been to cross check our evidence
against the Akashic, and vice ver-
sa, our aim being to provide an ac-
curate picture of the whole con-
spiracy. By using examples and
“proofs” of the Illuminati activities
we hope to present not only a com-
plete picture but also information
in a manner that can be easily as-
similated by anyone who cares to
understand the scope of the con-
spiracy for themselves.

Peace.

P.S. The books by Chris Thomas
are more difficult to get outside of
Great Britain, and are more costly
due to the higher shipping and
postage, but they are all worth
every cent. Amazon.com will not
complete any orders for his books,
so it is better to go to the publish-
er, CapallBann.co.uk, or to the dis-
count online book seller, Cygnus-
Review.com.

#REPLY

JANUARY 31, 2017 AT 11:29 AM

Kerry Cassidy interviewed
Tompkins who said our
planet is controlled by
Reptilians/ Dracos for
centuries.

#REPLY

JANUARY 5, 2018 AT

10:39 AM

Quite true and
God Bless Billie
Tompkins!

#REPLY

FEBRUARY 9, 2021 AT

5:29 AM

That’s actually
true and this little
fact is unknown to
billions of people
who are, sadly,
programmed to
believe whatever
the mainstream
media tells them
to believe.

#REPLY

FEBRUARY 4, 2018 AT 8:52 AM

Yes, I learned of the Roth-
schild dynasty in 1975;
they are a “bloodline” of
the Illuminati, but today
there are 13 “bloodlines.” I
disagree with “Duff” and
“Fulford” that Jews are the
Khazarians. Rather, I be-
lieve the mafia is made up
of VIPERS who are Satan’s
ATHEISTS that sprung up
from Hell. Like Judaism,
they use Christianity, and
English surnames to com-
mit crimes against human-
ity. I find life is simpler by
observing BEHAVIORS
that denote the righteous
from evil as outlined by
Almighty God who states
there are 6 BEHAVIORS
that He “hates” and a 7th
BEHAVIOR that He “ab-
hors.” The Khazarian
mafia practices all 7
BEHAVIORS.

Read Proverbs 6:16-19.

#REPLY

SEPTEMBER 19, 2018 AT 10:38

AM

OMG YES! Finally more
and more people waking
up to the aspect of outer
body travel and ESPE-
CIALLY to the Akashic
records. NOW THAT IS
THE BIGGEST PICTURE!!
Humanity will obviously
dive down a negative path
once this information
comes out to the public.
But UNDERSTANDING
this HUGE behind concept
is critical. Happiness, love,
care, forgiveness is what
those who know about this
need to offer others during
this future chaotic time.
Fear (very general but all
inclusive) is only existent
on earth, this planet. Yes
we have all had past lives…
ALL of us. We are ALL
GOD LIKE BEINGS but
we have been brain
washed and manipulated
for CENTURIES. This is
the best time to be alive
and to be apart of this
transgression through this
chaotic, slavery based,
negative entrapment we
have all been a slave to.
Those who already have
the knowledge of this, or
even a grasp, must HELP
those as best they can in
the future times. Unity.
People helping people.
Support each other and by
supporting each other, you
will also be supported. We
need to remember this and
embrace this. We are
strong separately, but un-
stoppable together. Love
you all.

#REPLY

MARCH 12, 2015 AT 9:43 AM

Excellent article. You did not men-
tion Fukushima, but Israel Mossad
did that too. It was punishment for
dealing with Iran. Jim Stone broke
this story. Henry Makow (bless
him) shared it with the world. Jeff
Rense black-balled Henry for shar-
ing it, which means Rense is work-
ing for the KM.

#REPLY

FEBRUARY 4, 2018 AT 8:54 AM

I researched the founders
of VeteransToday and the
Iranians own it….biased
media and its
newsmen/women.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019

AT 8:10 AM

If america is told
to hate them, its
because this mafia
doesn’t control
them.

#REPLY

MARCH 13, 2015 AT 8:15 AM

Jupiter’s Moon Ganymede Has a
Salty Ocean with More Water than
Earth,

by Miriam Kramer, Space.com
Staff Writer | March 12, 2015
01:50pm ET

This breaking news article is based
on observations by scientists using
the Hubble Space Telescope have
found.

Why is this significant?

Because Chris Thomas in his
books, written in 1998 and up to
2011, wrote that according to the
Akashic, after a cataclysm in our
solar system about 3.9 million
years ago, life survived on only two
locations in our solar system: pre-
humans, animals and plants on
Earth and dolphin-humanoid be-
ings living in the oceans on the
Ganymede moon of Jupiter. In
other words, Chris Thomas report-
ed this news several years before it
was discovered by scientists on
Earth, thereby lending credibility
to his revelations in his books
about the Velon and Illuminati.

Peace.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 11, 2015 AT 3:16 AM

This is just another at-
tempt by the Jesuits who
are the real power behind
the Rothschilds to put the
blame on extraterrestrial
beings which if they are
real, are far removed from
this planet and cannot be
confronted. Why did Chris
Thomas not mention the
Jesuits in his exposes’.
There are references in
other links on the Covert
Geopolitics site that ex-
pose the Jesuits are the
true rulers of the evil Ca-
bal. And while you are at it
why not look at the history
of the Pilgrim Society
which is not even men-
tioned on the Covert
Geopolitics website.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 18, 2015

AT 5:12 AM

The Jesuits the
real power behind
the Rothschilds?
That’s ludicrous.
However, they,
just like every in-
stitution, has been
infiltrated, bribed,
blackmailed
and/or otherwise
influenced by the
KM, but they used
to be a great force
for good in the
world, which is
why they were
suppressed in the
18th C. by the Eu-
ropean nations.
Apart from the few
holy Jesuits since
Vatican II like Fr
John Hardon, they
no longer oppose
the agents of Sa-
tan and teach the
undiluted truth.

#REPLY

DECEMBER 23, 2015

AT 3:48 AM

You are right on! I
do not even trust
NASA and any
claims. The gov-
ernment is cor-
rupt. The Jesuits
are slimy and
slither into every-
thing. The Vatican
agenda is Lucifer-
ian. They have
their own tele-
scopes. They want
the New World
Order to save the
planet with Lu-
cifer as the King.
The Pope is Satan-
ic and the aliens
he waits for are
inter dimensional
demons which are
itching to be un-
leashed. No real
aliens. All our tax-
es go to the City of
London banksters
first and they send
60% to the Vati-
can. The Jesuits
are KM so they are
Israeli illuminate
as are the politi-
cians and banker
gangsters. All
need to be outed
and eliminated.
Get our gold back
from the Philip-
pines to save the
world from col-
lapse when we
shut down the
Federal reserve
bank and IMF.
PASS OUT THE
GUNS AND
AMMO.!!!

#REPLY

JANUARY 5, 2019 AT

6:59 PM

The Jesuit order
got set up by
Dutch and Span-
ish Jews, Jews like
to hide/ mask
themselves behind
other religions &
institutions

#REPLY

DECEMBER

21, 2019 AT

11:57 AM

Jesuits a
term given
for those
who iden-
tified with
Judaism
and con-
verted to
Christian-
ity. The
sabatean
frankists
rejected
by Ju-
daism
have over
time since
the 17th
century
made
their in-
surgencies
into estab-
lished so-
cial, polit-
ical, reli-
gious or-
ganisa-
tions of
power and
then
some. The
world to-
day stands
as a mea-
sure of the
degree of
their suc-
cess and
so it is.

#REPLY

AUGUST 10, 2019 AT 8:57 PM

I can add a piece,,, 1912
the titanic was a big part of
how the FRB came into
being…. JP Morgan was in
part one of the men who
arranged the Titanic boat
to have members that op-
posed the FRB on it.. he
had a ticket but ended up
sick that day… the boat
had 5 hauls deemed un-
sinkable.. witnesses saw a
bomber a mile away.. ship
was hit by missiles not ice
berg an Ice berg could not
rupture all 5 hauls… wit-
nesses heard explosions.
Also purposefully done
only a few emergency
boats aval.. Woodrow Wil-
son signed in the FRB act
regrettably latter.. after
the meeting on Jekyll Is-
land.. and this was done
during Xmas when most of
the Senators where at
home with family…

#REPLY

AUGUST 16, 2019 AT

3:26 PM

That is quite an
imagination you
have there Todd,
do you have proof
of this?

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019

AT 8:12 AM

Hes right, roths
got rid of the right
people by sinking
that ship

#REPLY

SEPTEMBER 1, 2015 AT 5:15 PM

Dr. Peter David Beter Audioletters.
He was sort of first one who spoke
about it to the public…

http://www.peterdavidbeter.com

#REPLY

OCTOBER 15, 2015 AT 6:57 AM

Thank you for this very true artick-
le! i’m russian living in Moscow
and know it from everyday experi-
ence here…Absolutely agree

#REPLY

DECEMBER 16, 2017 AT 9:16 AM

Khazars plan to leave Is-
rael for Poland ( teh call it
Polin) in 2022. They kill
children with mandatory
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children with mandatory
vaccines, elderly with
medication- no need to
take people to death
camps as they did in II
world war. Now they
brought 5 million ukraini-
ans to Poland, made 10
milionions of Poles to im-
migrate everywhere
abroad and they want to
grab land with resources (
poland has more oil than
Saudies and more natural
gas than USA, 95% in gov-
ernment are khazars and
couple days ago they gave
a prime minister chair to n
evil khazar Morawiecki…
People can not take it any-
more….everywhere.. we
people need to get a plan
to work on to eliminate
Khazar mafia..from the
surface of the Earth. Pray
to Abba Father & Jesus to
take them down as they do
sacrifices from Children to
Satan to keep them in
power over the nations……

#REPLY

AUGUST 16, 2019 AT

2:50 AM

Indeed those rot-
ten apples in the
worlds basket,
those Khazar Maf-
fia, all the Roth-
schilds with those
13 bloodlines need
to be eliminated
now! Deport them
to Auschwitz!!
Then unmask
those evil insti-
tutes like NSA,
CIA, FEMA, MIC
which is linked to
our daily chem-
trails empoisoning
worldwide! Not
aware of this evil?
Go watch:
http://www.geo-
engineering-
watch.org with
Dane Wigington
or visit on FB
Chemtrails Global
Sky Watch > 100K
worldwide.

#REPLY

AUGUST 16, 2019 AT

3:45 PM

Jesus? The letter J
only become part
of the English lan-
guage some 500
years ago. So who
was Iesus, Esus,
Zeus etc? Of
course, the god of
war!!! Can you not
see that we have
been celebrating
and praying to the
god of war all this
time? That is ex-
actly why this
world is in a mess.
Your Creator said
in Isiah 43, there
is only one god,
there is only one
saviour and it is
me, not anybody
else.

Let it be known
that HAWAH is
the name.

#REPLY

OCTOBER 18, 2015 AT 7:36 PM

There is no other answer if we
want world peace, all of the
ROTHSCHILD KHAZARIAN
MAFIA has to be Exterminated
with or without extreme prejudice,
if they have never been tried for
treason for funding all the wars
since Napoleon, what the hell is
stopping our countries from elimi-
nating all of them, and it has to be
done now.

#REPLY

OCTOBER 31, 2015 AT 5:32 AM

They control the govern-
ments and the media, that
is what is stopping us from
killing them

#REPLY

OCTOBER 20, 2015 AT 9:21 PM

I question that America won the
‘revolution’ against Britain. If you
look into the ‘treaty of Paris’; you
can tell it was authored by the
Crown. Also, the ‘so called’ found-
ing fathers that signed it where
free masons(jesuits); who had lot
of money in English banks and lots
of property that the king held as a
ransom unless they signed.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 1, 2015 AT 7:42 AM

I’ve been told that all
treaties are signed on the
land of the winner/con-
queror, so why was the
treaty ending the so-called
revolutionary war signed
in Paris? Was King George
III also the king of France?

#REPLY

MARCH 20, 2019 AT

12:23 PM

The French made
an important con-
tribution the the
US Revolution.
Their help was
critical at York-
town. So negotia-
tions in Paris were
not out of order.
Especially since
several notable
Americans were
already there, in-
cluding Ben
Franklin and John
Adams.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 18, 2015 AT 5:24 AM

The freemasons are not
Jesuits, although some
have infiltrated the Jesuit
Order, just as they, and
the jews before them, have
infiltrated the Catholic
priesthood in general for a
long time, and now just
about every cultural insti-
tution of any importance.

#REPLY

AUGUST 19, 2016 AT 7:27 AM

The “Revolution of 1776″
was not victory over the
crown. Did life change for
the colonies? In 1780
Philidelphia was bankrupt
because of ” reparations”
to England. Sure it was
called the ” whiskey rebel-
lion” right! Philidelphia
was rioting and good ol’
George Washington sent
federal troops to shoot
them. Great Freedoms.

My Big point about the
REVOLUTION is this:
George Washington Irv-
ing, a high ranking Mem-
ber of the Masonic broth-
erhood, wrote THE LEG-
END OF SLEEPY HOL-
LOW, the analogy of the
Secular order’s( Novice
ordo SECLARUM) victory
over the Church.

( Salem witch trials- btw,
you can read the tran-
scripts on line, they got the
right Bit…witches alright
and any man of noble
sense would have con-
demned them also!) After
demonizing the puritans
who condemned the wild
orgies taking place in
Washington, practiced by
the ‘ founding Fathers’
they implemented their ‘
Secular Order’ no prob-
lem.

#REPLY

APRIL 26, 2019 AT 9:55

PM

FEDERAL JUDGE
STATES IN
COURT THAT HE
GETS HIS OR-
DERS FROM
ENGLAND yoda,
Saturday 25 June
2011

Dring the trial of
James and Sharon
Patterson, (Case
6:97-CR-51)
William Wayne
Justice, JUDGE of
the UNITED
STATES District
CourtTexas-East-
ern Division when
presented with law
STATED: “I TAKE
MY ORDERS
FROM ENG-
LAND.

This is not a law
this court goes by.

“For all of those
who did not be-
lieve that the Unit-
ed States was un-
der Great Britain
here it is straight
from the mouth of
a Federal Judge.

How much more
evidence ‘do you
need?’

America has never
been Free.

The Revolutionary
war was a fraud
perpetrated on the
American people.

The war’s purpose
was to centralize
power and make
thepeople easier to
control.

All Federal
Judges, Congress-
men, U.S. Attor-
neys, State
Judges, Legisla-
tors and most At-
torneys know this
and are in fact
British Agents.

Their job is to
keep the people in
line and to be pro-
ductive slaves
which they (The
British Agents) are
greatly compen-
sated for.

The police do not
know that they
work for Great
Britain they too
have been de-
ceived so don’t
attack them.

http://hudok.in-
fo/files/2714/352
6/0593/Evi-
Doc_08_FEDER-
AL_JUDGE_S-
TATES_IN_-
COURT_THAT_H
E_GET-
S_HIS_ORDER-
S_FROM_ENGLA
ND.pdf

#REPLY

DECEMBER

8, 2019 AT

6:33 PM

Shocking-
ly eye
opening. I
Wouldn’t
have been
able to be-
lieve nor
under-
stand this,
if I hadn’t
started in-
vestigat-
ing the
“ways of
the world”
a while
back. You
can be as-
sured it
has been a
roller-
coaster
ride of
note,
mixed
with nau-
sea and
aston-
ishment

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:17 AM

They lost all their british
property and money when
america declared war. Af-
ter the revolution they had
nothing except what they
attained in America. The
crown managed to get
some control back, and
maintain some, but there
was no money available to
those men from the
british.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 3, 2015 AT 2:31 AM

As if eradication of all Abrahamic
religion would be a bad thing.

#REPLY

DECEMBER 17, 2017 AT 12:52 PM

If you are replacing these
religions with communism
or another form of malig-
nant collectivism, yes it
would be a bad thing. One
point of the article was
that these demons (KM)
keep morphing as do their
forms of control…

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:18 AM

Obviously, a troll. Or
someone who eats tooth-
paste daily

#REPLY

DECEMBER 21, 2015 AT 6:53 AM

Sounds like the Rothschild KM are
in damage control mode. There
seems to be a big effort lately
across social media to convince the
Goyim that the Jesuits are the hid-
den hand.

#REPLY

DECEMBER 23, 2015 AT 3:02 AM

The Jesuit Pope Francis is trying
to rally the world to get behind the
Vatican One World Religion and
New World Order in order to save
the planet. We all need to let the
masses know that they are the de-
stroyers. The illuminate Satanists
run the world and want to elimi-
nate us all. So the one behind the
behind is Satan himself since
Adam and Eve.The Catholic
Church is Satanic. The fake Jews
are Satanic. The British Royalty
are Satanic. The illuminate Sa-
tanists eat babies and drink blood.
God said to avoid drinking blood.
They do the opposite therefore
they are Satanic. God said to kill
all the Satanic nations and take the
land. Let’s go get em!!

#REPLY

DECEMBER 31, 2015 AT 5:06 AM

The Catholic Church is not
Satanic but rather the one
true church established by
Christ, although since Sa-
tan and his agents in this
world know that fact (ei-
ther consciously or sub-
consciously for the latter),
they continuallly try to de-
stroy her. In fact when the
Catholic Church is crip-
pled, and infiltrated by its
enemies, as it is today per-
haps more than ever, then
the agents of Satan are at
their strongest. But as
Christ said, “The gates of
hell shall not prevail
against her,” although they
will at various times seem
to.

#REPLY

JANUARY 9, 2017 AT

1:36 PM

Bwahahahahaha..
The Catholic
Church the one
true Church? The
Catholic Church
looks NOTHING
like the Church
Jesus Christ set up
when he was here
on Earth. The
Catholic Church
looks nothing like
the organization
described in the
New Testament
lead by 12 Apos-
tles with Jesus at
the head.

The Catholic
Church was set up
by the same NWO
leaders, Luciferian
occultist of Rome
looking for a way
to control the pop-
ulation. The pic-
ture of the Pope
sitting on his gold-
en throne makes
me sick and re-
minds me of when
Christ overturned
the tables of the
money changers in
the temple.

#REPLY

JULY 29, 2017 AT 10:23 PM

Actually God said to leave
them alone (the tares) and
he would gather them…we
are coming up on that
time…their system will
seem to fall but just as it
does their ‘daddy’ an-
tichrist will show up to de-
ceive the world and all will
worshipship him believing
he is our savior come to
bring peace and all will
willingly follow him for his
“peace”

#REPLY

JANUARY 11, 2016 AT 10:10 AM

Now more than ever,all people of
conscience will have to muster
their courage. They will need the
Love and Courage of the great
martyrs, because I think many may
be martyred before Man will be
freed from the global destruction
and tyranny of these Satanic mon-
sters. WE are the Hand of God and
salvation that we’ve often prayed
for. Our prayers now should be for
the strength to overcome fear and
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the strength to overcome fear and
the courage to do the right thing
when it counts and not give in to
evil no matter the pressure.

#REPLY

JANUARY 18, 2016 AT 12:27 AM

In the 6th century, the Byzantine
historian Procopius of Caesarea
saw Attila and the Huns as the na-
tion locked out by Alexander, and
a little later, other Christian writ-
ers identified them with the Sara-
cens. Still later, Gog and Magog
became identified with the Khaz-
ars, whose empire dominated Cen-
tral Asia in the 9th and 10th cen-
turies. In his 9th-century work Ex-
positio in Matthaeum Evangelis-
tam, the Benedictine monk Christ-
ian of Stavelot referred to them as
descendants of Gog and Magog,
and says they are “Circumcised
and observing all [the laws of] Ju-
daism”; the 14th century Sunni
scholar Ibn Kathir also identified
Gog and Magog with the Khazars,
as did a Georgian tradition, which
called them “wild men with
hideous faces and the manners of
wild beasts, eaters of blood”. Ac-
cording to the famous Khazar Cor-
respondence, King Joseph of Khaz-
aria claimed to be a descendant of
Magog’s nephew Togarmah. –
Wikipedia the free Encyclopedia

#REPLY

FEBRUARY 6, 2016 AT 4:46 AM

I’ll follow the Dalai Lama, or Chris
Hedges and Ralph Nader, Maybe
Bernie as long as he Disses Israel.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 23, 2016 AT 1:43 AM

You are nothing but an-
other Nazi antisemitic,
Jew hating, lie spreading
rag, especially if you use
sources like David Icke.
How disgusting, you
should be ashamed. “El-
ders of Zion,” indeed. You
can KISH MEIR YID-
DISHE TUCHUS.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 23, 2016

AT 4:33 AM

Anti zionism is not
anti semitism.

#REPLY

OCTOBER 27, 2017 AT

10:48 AM

Please try to con-
trol your childish
emotions. Don’t
you see the propa-
ganda of your own
“religion”, which
seems to be a part
of your thinking–
that you are some-
how better than
anyone on earth.
You idiot, you are
not even semitic.
The fact that we
know the evil that
is “Israel”, does
not make anyone a
“Jew-hater”.

Facts are facts.
The Jews of today
have perhaps an
infinitesimal
amount of Hebrew
in them, while at
Johns Hopkins
they determined
that Palestinians
are the true He-
brews, and the
true owners of Pa-
lestine.

You are incredibly
racist and ethno-
centric, one hopes
that your igno-
rance is not wide-
spread among true
Jews.

#REPLY

JULY 29, 2018 AT 10:30

PM

Th Goyim are
waking up and
you’re obviously
feeling it. We are
getting weary of
the weaponizatiin
if the word “anti
Semitic”.. these
are NOT semites
and YOU KNOW
IT. Hoorfully
you’ll get some
karma back to
you.

#REPLY

APRIL 26, 2019 AT

10:01 PM

“Anti-semitic, its a
trick we always
use it”

https://www.y-
outube.-
com/watch?
v=D0kWAqZxJVE

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:20 AM

Bernie..anyone who de-
sires power/control over
others is part of the
problem

#REPLY

FEBRUARY 27, 2016 AT 12:19 AM

Correction: ” AMERICA” the
colonies did not win the so-
CALLED ” Revolutionary”War.

20 years later, Philadelphia was
bankrupt and protesting.

Good Ok Patriot, Geo. Washington
sent Federal troops to put down (
shoot) the protesters.

” America” did not win the farce
called ” Civil War” all of America
lost that. Why can’t you look
around you at the evidence today
and see that?

Pull up an image of Jefferson
Davis and one of Abraham Lin CO-
HEN, and see what is going on
there. Just do it. Read the entire ”
U.S. constitution” written and
signed in secrecy and note three
things:

1. Not a single signer was autho-
rized to meet in secret and form a ”
more perfect union”

2. It was a contract thrust on the
colonies at the point of a sword.

3. Read the contract over and over
until you are able to see that all it
did was grant protection for
bankers under the pretense of a ”
National Debt”

You might ask yourself: Debt? We
won the war right? Who do we owe
‘money’ to?

Be careful, victorious simpleton,
Federal troops are watching you.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:21 AM

They weren’t authorized to
commit treason, who knew

#REPLY

DECEMBER 8, 2019 AT 6:43 PM

Parden my stupidity!
Which contract are you re-
ferring to.

#REPLY

MARCH 1, 2016 AT 10:24 AM

WHICH ONE ARE YOU ! Who”
you” are, is no longer the question.
The question is, who ”IS” you. A
living,breathing being or a 2D flat
paper doll= Birth Certificate LE-
GAL NAME I.D.doll- Get the word
out. Governments around the
globe are trying to choke this news.
Really what’s the wind of change
on the planet it’s about this: LE-
GAL NAME FRAUD – The queen
knows – the pope knows – Obama
also know. We’re a team of in-
ternational investigative journal-
ists for GNIP and this fraud has
been discovered. Search google:
Legal Name Fraud -IT’S ILLEGAL
TO USE A LEGAL NAME. Legal
fact. Focus your lives rather on this
truth that has attorneys hang up
the phone on you when confronted
to this : LEGAL NAME FRAUD –
It’s Illegal To Use A Legal Name.
The name you think is yours is
copyrighted material and belongs
to the CROWN CORPORATION,
CITY of LONDON, STATE . Google
: LEGAL NAME FRAUD . Search
for yourself and don’t trust my
words for ”1998 Crown Copyright
Material In The Information Age” -
document P.29 and 31 scroll at
bottom and it will enumerate:
Birth Certificate, Death Certificate,
Mariage Certificate, Passport, Dri-
ver Licenses, Land Certificate and
… You’ve been owned.The Mark of
THEIR BEAST/BIRTH CERTIFI-
CATE/LEGAL NAME/SOUL
SOLD= SATAN’S CONTRACT and
PROOF: https://kateofgaia.files.-
wordpress.com/2014/04/babylon-
is-fallen-by-kate-uv-kaia.pdf .
Passers by The City Of London
State can attest that huge bill-
boards are springing up with : Le-
gal Name Fraud written on them.
Read the description box under
this video titled : Police Drive By –
LEGAL NAME FRAUD BILL-
BOARDS – Student AHA Moment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9PEi7Rg3OaM -see also the link
of Google Trends: https://www.-
google.ca/trends/explore#q=le-
gal%20name%20fraud Nota: The
system has you as a CORPORA-
TION, a felon and fraudster and in
dishonor in the ”ayes of the court”
when you use the legal name that
has you think it’s you.The NAME
belongs to the CROWN CORPO-
RATION,CITY of LONDON,
STATE in their registrar’s book of
the dead. – Or give the following to
a lawyer/attorney ot to any
Agents,social worker of their legal
system and see for yourself their
face drop-fun time indeed: Birth
Certificate Fraud;Clausula Rebus
Sic Stantibus @ https://kateofga-
ia.wordpress.-
com/2015/10/08/birth-certificate-
fraud-clausula-rebus-sic-stan-
tibus/- See the result When you
STAND IN TRUH and know WHO
you are. Watch proof – Judge
Bows To Kate Of Gaia (SUBTI-
TLED) [09/01/2010] -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qBSJC0XTNJk and another
proof from Italy of someone ar-
rested by the cabinieri and re-
leased – https://www.youtube.-
com/watch?v=ANAIIGNhNjY /
Visit: http://www.losethename.-
com IT’S ILLEGAL TO USE A LE-
GAL NAME.STAND ON THIS
TRUTH.You tell any agent of the
system: Google-LEGAL NAME
FRAUD/ don’t you know It’s Illigal
to Use a LEGAL NAME. You will
not force me to brake the law.
Have a nice day. LOSE THE
NAME WIN THE GAME.

#REPLY

SEPTEMBER 8, 2017 AT 7:03 PM

Thank you for this infor-
mation. My friend is in
Jail in California accused
of killing two people who
are alive and well. Freema-
sons from UK, US and Is-
rael were involved in this
set-up. He is 100% inno-
cent, no crime was com-
mitted. He has work to do
that would free Humanity,
they tried to kill him and
failed, this was their only
other option. Please advise
me.

#REPLY

JANUARY 6, 2019 AT 8:41 PM

I have read this Fae but do
not quite get the picture. If
it is our name on the birth
certificate then how can it
be theirs or more to the
point then what is our
‘real’ name or where do we
find it?

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:23 AM

This dudes right, ive
known army intel friends
of mine who have men-
tioned this.

#REPLY

Pingback: Industrial GMO Food Threats &
The Global Monsanto Take Down |
Conquer Fear and Live Free!

JUNE 3, 2016 AT 6:27 AM

Reblogged this on TheFlippin-
Truth.

#REPLY

AUGUST 19, 2016 AT 6:49 AM

Please look into this:
https://therulingclassobserver.-
com/the-ruling-class-preserva-
tion-society-rcps/

A “Protocols” update … of sorts.

#REPLY

SEPTEMBER 6, 2018 AT 12:57 AM

Yes I have and some very
good points were made by
‘Lutek”.

#REPLY

DECEMBER 21, 2016 AT 6:47 AM

This world has been so “dumbed
down” by it’s “authorities” (secu-
lar, and religious, especially by the
latter) who are almost all “under
the spell” of “the devil” …

To be a “normal” human is to be
under the spell of the ego … the
state of normalcy is that of mis-
trust of others, and for good rea-
son, because other ego dominated
beings are in the “same boat”, that
being considered normal. A nor-
mal person, in being ego led, has
self-survival as being their strong-
est motivator, except of course
where a genuine love of another
dilutes one’s own personal fears in
favor of helping the other above
self-survival.

With a “normal” ego being the
common state of being, there are
still, of course, those relatively
fewer people who are considered
“egotistical” to one extreme or an-
other, but still being within the
range of normalcy, as well as those
with such little self-confidence as
being almost paralyzed by their
fears, most all completely un-
founded.

There are then two more “ego-
states”, one being that of the truly
“Spiritual”, a most powerful and
“freeing” condition, as in “the
truth shall set you free” (the Truth
being Love) and the other that of
the Being that has “sold their soul
to the devil”, such as those that are
being described in this article,
those who have let their greed and
avarice trap them into the bottom-
less pit of bondage dictated by the
fears that result from it. These sad
folks have devolved as humans
into hopeless replicas of the posi-
tive state, where their wealth al-
lows them to present an image to
the world of powerful “successful”
people that all should aspire to be,
and of course, most normal people
feel that they could never be that
successful and would never try to
fool themselves into thinking oth-
erwise.

So those that have the realization
of the true condition of their ego,
will know, and allow, that it is “one
with GOD”, that being the “high-
est” Gnosis (very rare in relative
numbers, “many are called, few are
chosen”), the next “lower level”,
that of the truly normal, may or
may not consider themselves to
have a relationship with a God, if
so, it is most likely one based on a
Religion (the most of which have
been corrupted to a great degree
since their inception). … that
leaves the “lowest order” of egos,
being those that are lost in their
real sins, those that control a “fall-
en” world, those that we must all
acknowledge to in fact, and truth,
exist to the detriment of the rest of
us! (and of course to themselves,
though their “god(s)” lie to them
about that.)

In my own experience, it has only
been subsequent to finding GOD
(not God nor gods), that I have
found the truth that set me free,
free from fears of all kinds, and
that allowing me the ability, and
the great desire, to seek only the
highest truths and that allowing
me to accept and realize the proba-
ble truths of these writings (which
correlate very well to other related
truths discovered through almost
non-stop study in the 25 plus years
since my Spiritual Awakening) and
that being why I attempt to share
my findings with others who may
have some small desire to seek
higher truths rather than stay
dumbed down in the “normalcy”
that our “authorities” have so suc-
cessfully imposed upon us all.

Seek and Ye shall find! IMnsHO
and E.

#REPLY

APRIL 21, 2020 AT 11:15 AM

You’ve got the Right Idea
about striving to see the
Face of God, but I’d be in-
clined to draw the line
short of Gnosis (Knowl-
edge), a Heresy. Omni-
science is a Property of
God and thus claiming
that for a Mere Mortal is
Pride Full and thus falls
short of the very Sublima-
tion of The Ego that you
aspired to.

Having said that: THEY
are very Intelligent and
Cunning and from behind
the Curtain, manipulate
events with Diabolical Lies
and Murder. THEY claim
Gnosis. Do not be like
THEM.

#REPLY

JANUARY 23, 2017 AT 5:50 PM

“This Babylonian money-magick
involved the substation of paper
credit certificates for gold and sil-
ver deposits, which allowed travel-
ers to travel with their money in a
form that offered easy replacement
should they lose the certificates or
have them stolen.”? So this means
the Knights Templar were really
the Khazarian Mafia?

The first international banking
system described here was actually
setup by the Knights Templar
working for the Corrupt Church in
Rome. Funny how this article pro-
vides some truth (like all good dis-
info should) about the evils of the
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info should) about the evils of the
Khazarian Mafia but fails to men-
tion the evils of the Roman Church
which so dominated the New and
Old World. Why no mention of the
Freemasons and Jesuits who
founded America, the Knights
Templar and Knights of Malta who
founded the City of London, and
the Secret Societies behind the
Powers that Be that ruled the
world all this time? All who are
equally guilty and complacent with
the same atrocities while apparent-
ly all working together towards the
same end – Total World Domina-
tion!

P.S. Veterans Today = Disinfo To-
day!

#REPLY

JULY 29, 2018 AT 10:36 PM

I thought the same things..
I see Freemasonry as cin-
trilled by them. As a tool.
They infiltrate all
churches.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:28 AM

Dude, the article wasnt ti-
tled, every detail of every
thing ever

It also didnt mention
ALOT of stuff

#REPLY

APRIL 21, 2020 AT 11:08 AM

Simple Analysis will not
work and Good always
gets Infiltrated by Evil.
THEY say that there is no
Good and Evil: “there is no
basis for morality in ratio-
nal thought” was how the
President of Business In-
ternational (A Rothschild
Entity) put it. Further, in
response to a question
about “The Kike Freema-
son Conspiracy” he said:
“no, no, it’s more like a Big
Bowl of Spaghetti, Some-
thing that came out of The
Middle East”. So there is
“Something”, but it takes a
bit of Complex Unravelling
and Simplistic Conclu-
sions will not explain the
Big BOSS (Big – Bowl Of
Spaghetti Stupid).

#REPLY

FEBRUARY 8, 2017 AT 10:45 PM

I believe that the Normans were
the Khazarian elite, or ‘Kagan’
class, and that after being kicked
out of Khazaria they regrouped in
Scandinavia, later settling in Nor-
mandy, France, from whence they
swiftly conquered most of Europe,
culminating in the invasion of
England in 1066.

They were bankrolled by the Vati-
can, which makes sense, in that,
there had been a long history of
collaboration between the mili-
tary-minded Khazars and the Holy
Roman Empire in repelling the
muslim hordes.

After the Norman conquest of Eng-
land, the ‘Kagan’ became King, the
ban on Jews setting foot on Eng-
lish soil was lifted, England’s mon-
ey system was handed to the Vati-
can and it was to be run by Jews.

After a brief hiatus, known as the
Renaissance; during which time a
usury free money system was rein-
troduced; a long reign of terror en-
sued, followed by the English Rev-
olution, culminating in; the install-
ment of Norman/Vatican King
William of Orange; the great fire of
London, which was started by je-
suit agents, cleared the slums and
the City of London financial centre
– the ‘estates’ of those who per-
ished in the fire, were to be held
for seven years, after which time
they could be used as assets to fi-
nance the great monetary ponzi
scheme we know and love today.

#REPLY

APRIL 21, 2020 AT 11:00 AM

More likely the Normans
from Denmark were from
the Tribe of Dan, which
moved from Gaza to near
Tyre, which was the base
for the Phoenicians. Lots
of places for the Muscle
(Dan – Dumb Soldiers)
fronting for the Brains
(Phoenicians); Dniester,
Dnieper, Macedonia, Sar-
dinia, Danube, Denmark –
anywhere a Long Ship
could go up an Estuary
and a River.

#REPLY

FEBRUARY 8, 2017 AT 10:55 PM

*Typo* should read:

the great fire of London, which
was started by jesuit agents,
cleared the slums and paved the
way for the City of London finan-
cial centre, while the ‘estates’ of
those who perished in the fire,
were to be held for seven years,
after which time they could be
used as assets to finance the great
monetary ponzi scheme we know
and love today.

#REPLY

SEPTEMBER 6, 2018 AT 12:54 AM

I felt this same way about
the Grenfeld Tower, for
me I still believe that it
was deliberate. Who wants
a slum block on or rather
in a wealthy
neighbourhood?

#REPLY

MARCH 30, 2017 AT 8:02 PM

To hell with the “Abrahamic Reli-
gions”!!! Don’t you realize they are
merely tools for you true overlord:
the Ruling Class!

https://therulingclassobserver.-
com/

#REPLY

MARCH 30, 2017 AT 11:36 PM

I agree. It is such a sad
state of affairs that the
highest truth has been so
corrupted by the lowest
truth. The Corruptors, the
Ruling Class, those with
no rules, establish Systems
of Authority, IE Religions,
and Governments, who in
turn impose the Rules that
best reward the Imposers,
that Elite with the most
Material wealth.

The greatest “failure” of
mankind is in ignoring
their Natural True Wealth,
that of their GOD (not God
nor gods) given INtuition,
their Spiritual Truth with-
IN, meant to guide in the
Name of Love, compassion
for self and other.

It being in ignoring those
higher Natural Truths that
mankind “Falls” into the
Materialistic State, the
State of The Elite, where
Fear rules, resulting in the
lowering of priorities,
where greed and avarice
dominate, a world of de-
ceit, where the Art of The
Lie has been perfected by
the Church Priests and
Government Politicians.
Where White is called
Black, the Truth called a
Lie, (and the Alternative
Media of Truth called Fake
News).

The Highest Truth then
BEing the Spirit withIN,
our very Soul, That which
in Knowing, we will be Set
Free, free from the Fears
generated by the Masters
of The Lie who would hold
us all in Domination. Do
NOT SELL your SOUL to
The Devil. The Devil of
Lies, the Ruler of the Fall-
en.

IMnsHO and E.

#REPLY

APRIL 29, 2017 AT 5:09

PM

Thank you !

Great post

#REPLY

SEPTEMBER 5, 2018 AT 2:08 AM

YES …

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:31 AM

Yeah, were all well aware
of the infiltration. Its
rather cowardly to just de-
stroy than to fix. The reli-
gion isnt the problem, its
the infiltration and minip-
ulation of it that is. Calling
for it to end is literally
what the mafia has brain-
washed you to want.

#REPLY

APRIL 11, 2017 AT 2:40 AM

Http://www.rense.com/gener-
al96/trumpjewish.htm

#REPLY

SEPTEMBER 8, 2017 AT 8:36 PM

Irish man set up and framed by
zionist jews in California. A very
disturbing story of the framing of
an innocent man and legal and po-
litical corruption. Cabal involve-
ment. Opportunity for people to
read story and get involved via
fund raising

See https://gogetfunding.com/jus-
tice-for-dave-mccann/

#REPLY

OCTOBER 27, 2017 AT 10:57 AM

You are wrong about how the Twin
Towers were destroyed. There was
absolutely no heat signature from
their destruction, which is impos-
sible if “mini-nukes” were used.

Nuclear weapons could not have
converted the multi-million-ton
buildings to 80-micron-size pow-
der. It just would not happen,
without a terrific shock wave
thrown in all directions, as well.

There is a mountain of evidence
for directed energy weapons–
which, if anyone cares to do the
research (instead of calling me a
nutcase), have been under devel-
opment and refinement since the
1980s.

Insider information discloses a
system of satellite-mounted
weapons controlled by the US
Navy, an array which covers virtu-
ally any place on the planet.

#REPLY

JANUARY 31, 2018 AT 6:32 AM

HOW CAN YOU SAY THE KHAZ-
ARIAN CREW WERE “KNOWN
AS” THE “KHAZARIAN MAFIA”
WHEN THE TERM MAFIA WAS
NOT EVEN IN USE THAT MANY
HUNDREDS OF YEARS AGO? IT
IS AN ITALIAN LANGUAGE
TERM. NOT THE BEST STRATE-
GY FOR WINNING OVER MINDS
TO YOUR POINT OF VIEW.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:34 AM

They werent called mafia
back than. They used an-
other word. They also
probably didnt write in all
caps, so by your logic,
what you said must also be
made up.

#REPLY

FEBRUARY 28, 2018 AT 11:46 PM

800 AD may not be correct for
Russia. Russian history starts 862
A.D. Actually at that time Bulgaria
was a big country. Bulgarians used
to fight khazarians for centuries.
Official Bulgarian history starts at
632 AD. Not yet accepted by the
west history goes back few cen-
turies BC.

#REPLY

MARCH 7, 2018 AT 7:26 AM

I’d believe you, the term Caucasian

has its origins to people who aren’t
white as well.

Someone from Africa to Georgians
could be classed as

Caucasian

Do yourself a favour, Koestler is a
Hack

& even he admits that his evidence
is questionable & not completely
fact.

So will leave you to continue mak-
ing Molehills into Mountains
which you worship.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:35 AM

You continue to tell people
to ignore everything, in-
stead of making an effort
to research. Now whom
among us would encour-
age ignorance?..

#REPLY

SEPTEMBER 4, 2018 AT 9:46 AM

Like most people who cover these
topics, you come from the Judeo-
Christian world so you don’t really
know what you are talking about
when you use terms like Satanic
and Lucifer. It is Moloch/YHWH
who was/is demanding child sacri-
fices. Look at the story of Abraham
and Isaac- child sacrifice was com-
monplace in the Old Testament.
Look up the story of Jephthah sac-
rificing his daughter. In Christiani-
ty, this was transformed into sym-
bolic sacrifice and cannibalism.
You drink the blood (wine) and eat
the flesh (bread) of the sacrificed
Christ every week. All Abrahamic
peoples are brainwashed. Lucifer
is just the Latin word for the plan-
et Venus, which was used for all
astrological calculations/calen-
dars. Satan comes from Sanskrit,
and this is the kundalini yoga
chant (satanama), while the ser-
pent is the union of Shiva and
Shakti, or enlightenment and self-
empowerment. There is nothing
evil about either; both are peaceful
and life promoting. Why do Abra-
hamic religions create enemies
that aren’t really there, unless they
just want to keep people enslaved
to obedience to the angry fire God?
In fact, the Pope dresses and uses
symbols from the Egyptian and
Babylonian mysteries. The psalms
and the 10 commandments come
from the Egyptian book of the
dead, and the supposed history in
the Bible is refuted by scholars.
Christianity was created as a
hodgepodge of Egyptian Christos,
Mithra, Esus, Horus, Krishna and
so many other stories in order for
Rome to consolidate power and
monopolize religion. Popes over
time have known this. Also, it is
astrological. The reason every
country had a son God is because
they were all allegories of astrolo-
gy. The sun emerges on December
25 in the sign of Virgo the virgin,
presided over by the three stars of
Orion, or wise men. Jesus multi-
plied the fish, walked on water be-
cause he was the symbolic repre-
sentation of the age of Pisces, just
as the worship of the bull/Golden
calf corresponded to the age of
Taurus thousands of years before.
Christians take the Bible literally
when it is actually symbolic and
astrological and plagiarized from
so many different son God reli-
gions. The Talmud is evil but not
because it is “Satanic.” That was
taken out of context from com-
pletely harmless Indian yoga to be
demonized for no reason, just as
the Bible also steals from the Epic
of Gilgamesh for Noah’s story. The
genesis creation myth is actually
Babylonian as well, plagiarized
only severely adjusted to make the
serpent evil. The reason the Khaz-
ars following the Talmud are evil is
actually because they follow
Moloch/YHWH and still treat this
as the fire God or God of war. They
need to offer death to this God, so
wars are just offerings. But the
elites have brainwashed all Euro-
peans to follow the God of War,
and all Islamic peoples too because
all three Abrahamic religions are
plagiarized fabrications that use
YHWH as the basis of “God.”
Everyone in the elite knows this
already. But somehow all the
Christian people who fear the
elites and the Khazars fail to con-
nect the dots and see that they are
actually in the same cult unknow-
ingly. The enlightenment tried to
free people by showing them the
road to wisdom, logic, and self-em-
powerment. But no, they prefer
following a made-up religion that
is actually a cult in disguise. Can’t
they see the genocide of the Old
Testament? The burning of cities
for the Fire God? Sometimes I can-
not believe how unreflecting hu-
manity is. Btw ordinary Jews and
Muslims are just as unaware as
Christians are that they have been
following this God, and that they
have been set up to hate one an-
other so that the elites can wield
power. Divide and conquer. As to
the elites, I think the Zionists are
not only Khazars but have a link to
the cult of Aton, the Hyksos kings
who conquered Egypt. (They were
not Egyptians slaves).

#REPLY

SEPTEMBER 5, 2018 AT 2:06 AM

Now that seems to be a
higher truth in just a few
words … well stated,
thanks!

#REPLY

SEPTEMBER 5, 2018 AT 1:09 PM

Our knowledge has grown
since the day this post was
posted back in 2015. It
truly amazes me that we
have been hoodwinked for
such a long time by certain
families, people, leaders
for their own personal
benefit. And so many in-
nocents destroyed for their
lusts.

They are a pathetic off-
spring from the rest of hu-
manity and although I
have come across some
‘ordinary’ people, I have
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‘ordinary’ people, I have
seen the dark rise come
out of them.

We can all reach the light,
this world can still be one
amazing place should this
happen.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:37 AM

Typical. You are(name
race) so you
cant(whatever)

#REPLY

JANUARY 2, 2019 AT 12:57 PM

Rothschild Children of the rock?
You had it right in the previous
sentence : Red shiled Red in Ger-
man : rot!

#REPLY

JANUARY 2, 2019 AT 12:58 PM

[Shield] ^^^^

#REPLY

MARCH 20, 2019 AT 12:46 PM

The entire article is nonsense.

o There is almost zero documenta-
tion to anything.

o There is no mention of Kkazaria
in Wikipedia. Zero. Apparently it’s
near Russia.

o Then there is the quandary of
frequent mention of Babylonian
black magic. Babylon is, for that
age, very far from Russia, as in,
months of travel. So how did it get
to Kkazaria? No clue. Only that
they eat children.

o Early on, he claimed that the KM
got “blood oath to take revenge on
Russia for helping Americans win
the Revolutionary War and the
Civil War”. What? I just got done
listening to a 25 episode podcast
about that revolution. The US got
help from Holland, Spain, and es-
pecially France, which was decisive
at Yorktown. Zero Russian aid. I
cross-checked this in Wikipedia.

o “They hired Oliver Cromwell to
murder King Charles 1”. Cromwell
was involved in the execution of
Chuck 1. He wound up running
Britain for 20 years. Didn’t need to
be hired by anybody.

o “They deployed a covert opera-
tion to buy Turkish opium and sell
it in China.” No, that was the
British East India Company im-
porting opium from India to Chi-
na. 1800s. A couple of wars did
occur over that.

o The Rothschild bank was already
disliked in Europe by at least the
1800s. Kings would incur massive
debts to fight their stupid wars.
Turned out, the banks wanted to
be paid back.

o “The Rothschilds start the in-
ternational slave trade.” Actually,
slave trade existed pretty much
world wide since the dawn of time.
This was nothing new.

o “Gordon Duff disclosed publicly
for the first time ever that World
Terrorism is actually due to a large
International Organized Crime
Syndicate associated with Israel”.
This kind of theory existed way
before 2014. Israel did not exist in
the 1800s, but Europeans and es-
pecially Hitler in the 1900s were
actively talking about Jewish
Banks/Conspiracy running every-
thing.

o “their nuclear attack on America
on 9-11”. “Bibi Netanyahu’s order
to proceed and deliver the nuclear
attack on America on 9-11-01”.
Sorry. We would have noticed
nukes. Didn’t happen.

o Just in general, this KM control
is so vast, and running over hun-
dreds of years, it would not be pos-
sible to keep it a secret. The weak-
point of most conspiracy theories.

A couple friends found the article
“interesting”. Interesting, yeah, in
the sense that it would make a
great start of a script for a fictional
TV-Series, sort of like Game of
Thrones. Otherwise, it’s bullshit.

#REPLY

APRIL 26, 2019 AT 5:15 AM

You went to a great deal of
effort to invalidate the
Truths that are well
documented.

Try using a different
search ‘string’ on Google’s
server naming convention
or whatever search engine
server you wish. When
you’ve accomplished that
criteria, then you’ll have
more reading material
than you expected, want-
ed, and can read. Enjoy
your journey of enlighten-
ment..

On Wed, Mar 20, 2019 at
2:28 PM Covert Geopoli-
tics wrote:

> CountedAsCast com-
mented: “The entire article
is nonsense. o There is >
almost zero documenta-
tion to anything. o There is
no mention of Kkazaria in
> Wikipedia. Zero. Appar-
ently it’s near Russia. o
Then there is the quandary
> of frequent mention of
Babylonian black magic.
Babylon i” >

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:38 AM

Lol, wikipedia doesnt say
it, so it must be a lie. Lay
off the toothpaste

#REPLY

APRIL 7, 2021 AT 3:50 PM

You need to use a little
more than Wikipedia, is
Jewish owned and heavily
censored. Also look up To-
talitarianism, so called be-
cause all outlets are under
control by acolytes, and
this is typically how the
masses are decieved about
pretty much everything.
Slavery is the business
model of all dictators and
rulers, how else do you
think they get money with-
out an actual job of
business?

#REPLY

JULY 16, 2019 AT 10:08 PM

Some manipulation occured here,
since this article carped only
against Russia, whereas from the
history of Bolshevism appears
American Banker Jacob Schiff of
NY financed Karl Marx to establish
communism in Russia. Besides ap-
pears from various khazarian an-
cient history obtained in Wiki-
pedia & Google news feed that
British empire was occupied by
Spanish khazar through marriage
relation with emperor 47 stair ago.
Though someone claimed in
favour of queen Elizabeth that her
47 stair old ancestry was Muslim
prophet’s ancestor, but practically
this is an initiative to hide her
khazarian history. After reoccupy
Spain by Christians many khazar
migrated in Europe and later
America. So this article intention-
ally hide these truths.

#REPLY

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 AT 8:39 AM

If you use google/wiki-
pedia for research, your
part of the problem

#REPLY

JULY 17, 2019 AT 12:12 AM

Despite Israel & seven Saudi
regimes(gulf states) are main
khazarian mafia KM in the current
world and secretly plus openly
connected with US UK France &
many Western countries who are
liable world terrorism. Israel is the
biggest beneficiary from them and
Donald Trump’s presidency.
Whereas this article omitted these
issues. So undoubtedly it’s a ma-
nipulated article, since it carped
only against Russia. Obtained from
the history of Bolshevism Ameri-
can NY Banker Jacob Schiff fi-
nanced Karl Marx to establish
Russian communism. And Chinese
Marxism was established by the
patronage of British empire, be-
cause KM occupied British empire
previously and queen Elizabeth is
the principal elite of KM banker
illuminate freemason Godfather
gang. Besides appears from vari-
ous khazarian ancient history ob-
tained in Wikipedia & Google news
feed that the British empire was
occupied by Spanish KM through
marriage relation with empire’s 47
prior stair. Though an undocu-
mented claim obtained that queen
Elizabeth’s 47 stair old ancestry
was Muslim prophet’s ancestor,
but practically that is a lie, to hide
her khazarian history Moroccan
Khazarian mafia spin a yarn lying
legend. Turkic Khazarian king
Khagan Bulan entering in Judaism
KM killed the original Bani Israeli
Jews during the period of middle
of 8th century to 1016 AD and oc-
cupied Jews crown quietly. And
after reoccupy Spain by Christians
many Khazarian Jews migrated in
Europe and later America. There-
after British KM established in-
stalled KM kingdom in Saudi
peninsula and established Israel
with the patronage of Saudi &
Turkish khajar Kamal pasha. So
apparently appears this article is a
suppression of facts, because it
just anti Russian Zionist
propaganda.

#REPLY

JULY 17, 2019 AT 4:23 PM

American Khazarian fort AIPAC is
bigger Mafia than Russ Khazarian
Mafia, stays inside the US. In
which demo & rep Khazars jointly
participated in the same table.
Hillary & Trump also joint partici-
pants there. So when Russ Khazars
hacked US election/16 what was
the role of AIPAC Khazars then?
Did admitted in the hospital for
their coma stage nor jointly they
participated with Russ Khazars for
success of hacking? Who is igno-
rant about world Khazar illumi-
nate Freemason godfather gang’s
principle that when you are in
sleep our episode is watching you.
Therefore from where did you im-
port this weed smoking tale article
which suppressed these truths?

#REPLY

SEPTEMBER 17, 2019 AT 2:18 PM

Rothe means Red in German.
Rothschild = Red Shield, the em-
blem on the sign above their door.
(not rock)

#REPLY

JUNE 27, 2020 AT 8:12 AM

Issing. Who were the Khazars?
They were part of the Mongolian-
Turk tribes (Huns) that invaded
Europe after the Chinese built
their great wall, making it difficult
for them to loot China whenever
their misses wanted a new dress.

How did they start speaking Yid-
dish? The Huns didn’t bring their
women along on their ponies when
they conquered Europe, so they
had to “source” new wives from
the local Eastern Goth tribes.
Those poor girls passed on their
Germanic language to the fruits of
those rape marriages. That’s how
the Khazars became “Ashkenazi”
Jews. Ashkenazi is Yiddish for
German.

How did the Huns end up forming
Khazaria in Southern Ukraine?
They were defeated by the Romans
and their Germanic allies and
pushed back as far East as possi-
ble. Unfortunately, they were not
strong enough militarily to solve
the problem once for all.

#REPLY

JUNE 30, 2020 AT 12:51 AM

There was no Roman Empire, as
shown in the map, in the tenth
century.

#REPLY
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